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This is called alliteration. Alliteration Games #4. Alliteration Traveling Game: This one can be
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Animal Alphabet Alliterations. A - Awkward anteaters ate angry army ants as African antelopes
arrived. B - Big, boring buffaloes bask in the billowing blue breeze . Poem: ANIMAL
ALLITERATION by Tracy Martin. ANIMAL ALLITERATION: Alphabetical animals all around:
Angry army ants, Busy buzzing bees, Carousing . Dec 19, 2011 . amazingly awesome animal
alliterations.. . All just a bunch of poems and ramblings and such. WELLLLL. Recently, I have
been composing a . Jan 20, 2013 . This video features a 7 year old's poem and her interpretation
of the animals in her poem.
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Alliteration Poems & Animals Poetry : The Poem called ANIMAL ANTICS ALPHABETICALLY
by Jacinta Ramayah, Malaysia.Apr 14, 2014 . Explore Mr. Magoo's Magical Zoo with your class
and use metaphor, simile and alliteration as you create animal poems to populate it. Part of .
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examples of alliteration? of sounds (e.g., alliteration) on a specific verse or stanza of a poem or
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are tall and they eat leaves. Parrots are colourful and they can fly. Elephants can't but would love
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is full of figurative language, including lots of examples of personification, metaphors and
alliteration.
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